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Abstra t. We onsider the ase where in onsisten ies are present between a system and its orresponding model, used for automati veri ation. Su h in onsisten ies an be the result of modeling errors or
re ent modi ations of the system. Despite su h dis repan ies we an
still attempt to perform automati veri ation. In fa t, as we show, we
an sometimes exploit the veri ation results to assist in automati ally
learning the required updates to the model. In a related previous work,
we have suggested the idea of bla k box he king, where veri ation starts
without any model, and the model is obtained while repeated veri ation attempts are performed. Under the urrent assumptions, an existing
ina urate (but not ompletely obsolete) model is used to expedite the
updates. We use te hniques from bla k box testing and ma hine learning.
We present an implementation of the proposed methodology alled AMC
(for Adaptive Model Che king). We dis uss some experimental results,
omparing various ta ti s of updating a model while trying to perform
model he king.
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1 Introdu tion
The automati veri ation of systems, also alled model he king, is in reasingly
gaining popularity as an important tool for enhan ing system reliability. A major
e ort is to nd new and more eÆ ient algorithms. One typi al assumption is that
a detailed model, whi h orre tly re e ts the properties of the original system
to be he ked, is given. The veri ation is then performed with respe t to this
model. Be ause of the possibility of modeling errors, when a ounterexample is
found, it still needs to be ompared against the a tual system. If the ounterexample does not re e t an a tual exe ution of the system, the model needs to be
re ned, and the automati veri ation is repeated. A similar iterative pro ess

in the framework of abstra ted models of systems has been used as a te hnique
for ombatting the state spa e explosion problem [4℄. Our te hnique is substantially di erent in that rather than using ounterexamples to iteratively re ne
the abstra tion used (exposing variables or adding predi ates for instan e), we
use ounterexamples to modify in orre t models whi h are not abstra tions of
the real system.
Although there are several tools for obtaining automati translation from
various notations to modeling languages, su h translations are used only in a
small minority of ases, as they are syntax-spe i . The modeling pro ess and
the re nement of the model are largely manual pro esses. Most noti eably, they
depend on the skills of the person who is performing the modeling, and his
experien e.
In this paper, we deal with the problem of model he king in the presen e
of an ina urate model. We suggest a methodology in whi h model he king is
performed on some preliminary model. Then, if a ounterexample is found, it is
ompared with the a tual system. This results in either the on lusion that the
system does not satisfy a property, or an automati re nement of the model. We
adapt a learning algorithm [1℄, to help us with the updating of the model. We
employ a testing algorithm [3, 10℄ to help us ompare the model with the a tual
system, through experiments.
Our adaptive model he king approa h an be used in several ases.
{
{
{
{

When the model in ludes a modeling error.
After some previously o urring bug in the system was orre ted.
When a new version of the system is presented.
When a new feature is added to the system.

We present an implementation of Adaptive Model Che king (AMC) and experimental results. In the limit, this approa h is akin to Bla k Box Che king [9℄
(BBC), where initially no model is given. The urrent implementation serves
also as a testbed for the bla k box he king approa h, and we present our experimental results.
The bla k box he king approa h [9℄ is a strategy to verify a system without a
model. A ording to this strategy, illustrated in Figure 1, we alternate between
in remental learning of the system, a ording to Angluin's algorithm [1℄, and
the bla k box testing of the learned model against the a tual system, using the
Vasilevskii-Chou (VC) algorithm [3, 10℄.
At any stage we have a model that approximates the a tual system. We apply
model he king to this model. In our ase we use the nested depth- rst sear h
algorithm to he k for emptiness of the produ t of the system with a Bu hi automaton [6℄. We an thus handle general LTL properties, under the assumption
that the upper bound on the size of the real system is orre t. Be ause the omplexity of learning is dependent on the length of the ounterexamples generated,
we apply iterative deepening to the nested depth- rst sear h. If we nd a ounterexample for the he ked property, we ompare it with the a tual system. If it
turns out to be a false negative, we feed this example to the learning algorithm,

sin e this is an example of the di eren e between the model and the system.
This allows us, through the learning algorithm, to improve the a ura y of the
model. If we do not nd a ounterexample (re all that we use an approximation
model for model- he king, and not the system dire tly), we apply the VC algorithm, looking for a dis repan y between the urrent approximation model and
the system. Again, if we nd a sequen e that distinguishes the behavior of the
system from the model, we feed it to the learning algorithm, in order to improve
the approximated model.
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The bla k box he king strategy

In this paper, we onsider a variant ase, in whi h a model for the tested
system is provided, but is ina urate, due to modeling errors or new updates in
the system. Abandoning the model and applying the bla k box he king approa h
may not be an eÆ ient strategy due to the inherently high omplexity of the
bla k box testing involved. Instead, we attempt to exploit the existing model in
order to learn the hanges and verify the system. Spe i ally, we try to diminish
the need for the repeated all to the VC algorithm by providing the learning
algorithm with initial information taken from the given model. This is in line

with our goal of adapting an existing model, as opposed to performing model
he king without a model being initially present. We present experimental data
that ompares the di erent ases.

2 Preliminaries
A Model and a System

A model is a nite automaton M = hS; ; ; Æ i, where S is the ( nite) set of
states,  2 S is the initial state,  is the set of inputs, and Æ  S    S is a
deterministi transition relation. That is, if (s; a; r); (s; a; r0 ) 2 Æ , then r = r0 .
A run of M is a nonempty sequen e a1 a2 : : : an , su h that there exists a
sequen e s0 s1 : : : sn , where for i  n, (si ; ai ; si+1 ) 2 Æ . Similar variants of the
de nitions also apply to in nite runs. The issue of nite vs. in nite exe utions is
orthogonal to this paper. The reader may refer to [9℄ for appropriate de nitions
of a model that allows in nite runs and for a way to perform nite testing on
su h models. Let L(M ), the language of M , be the set of runs of M . We say
that an input a is enabled from a state s 2 S , if there exists r 2 S , su h that
(s; a; r) 2 Æ . Similarly, a1 a2 : : :an is enabled from s if there is a sequen e of states
s0; s2; : : : ; sn with s0 = s su h that for 1  i  n, (si 1 ; ai; si ) 2 Æ.
We view a system S = (; T ) as a (typi ally in nite) pre x losed set of
strings T    over a nite alphabet of inputs  (if v 2 T , then any pre x of v
is in T ). The strings in T re e t the allowed exe utions of S .
We assume that we an perform the following experiments on S :
{ Reset the system to its initial state. The urrent experiment is reset to the
empty string ".
{ Che k whether an input a an be urrently exe uted by the system. The
letter a is added to the urrent experiment. We assume that the system
provides us with information on whether a was exe utable. If the urrent
su essful part of the experiment so far was v 2   (i.e., v 2 T ), then
by attempting to exe ute a, we he k whether va 2 T . If so, the urrent
su essful part of the experiment be omes va, and otherwise, it remains v .
A model M a urately models a system S if for every v 2   , v is a su essful
experiment (after applying a Reset) exa tly when v is a run of M . Note that
our system generates binary output in a ordan e with the enabledness of a
given input after exe uting some sequen e from the initial state. We an easily
generalize the onstru tion and subsequent algorithms to deal with arbitrary
output. We deal here with nite state systems, i.e., systems that are a urately
modeled by some nite state automaton. The size of a system is de ned to be
the number of states of the minimal automaton that a urately models it.
Angluin's Learning Algorithm

Angluin's learning algorithm [1℄ plays an important role in our adaptive model
he king approa h. The learning algorithm performs experiments on the system
S and produ es a minimized nite automaton representing it.

The basi data stru ture of Angluin's algorithm onsists of two nite sets of
nite strings V and W over the alphabet  , and a table f . The set V is pre x
losed (and ontains thus in parti ular the empty string "). The rows of the table
f are the strings in V [ V: , while the olumns are the strings in W . The set
W must also ontain the empty string. Let f (v; w) = 1 when the sequen e of
transitions vw is a su essful exe ution of S , and 0 otherwise. The entry f (v; w)
an be omputed by performing the experiment vw after a Reset.
We all the sequen es in V the a ess sequen es, as they are used to a ess
the di erent states of the automaton we are learning from its initial state. The
sequen es in W are alled the separating sequen es, as their goal is to separate
between di erent states of the onstru ted automaton. Namely, if v; v 0 2 V lead
from the initial state into a di erent state, than we will nd some w 2 W su h
that S allows either vw or v 0 w as a su essful experiment, but not both.
We de ne an equivalen e relation  mod(W ) over strings in   as follows:
v1  v2 mod(W ) when the two rows, of v1 and v2 in the table f are the same.
Denote by [v ℄ the equivalen e lass that in ludes v . A table f is losed if for ea h
va 2 V: su h that f (v; ") 6= 0 there is some v0 2 V su h that va  v0 mod(W ).
A table is onsistent if for ea h v1 ; v2 2 V su h that v1  v2 mod(W ), either
f (v1; ") = f (v2 ; ") = 0, or for ea h a 2  , we have that v1a  v2a mod(W ).
Noti e that if the table is not onsistent, then there are v1 ; v2 2 V , a 2  and
w 2 W , su h that v1  v2 mod(W ), and exa tly one of v1aw and v2 aw is an
exe ution of S . This means that f (v1 a; w) 6= f (v2 a; w). In this ase we an add
aw to W in order to separate v1 from v2.
Given a losed and onsistent table f over the sets V and W , we onstru t
a proposed automaton M = hS; s0 ; ; Æ i as follows:
{
{
{

The set of states S is f[v ℄jv 2 V; f (v; ") 6= 0g.
The initial state s0 is ["℄.
The transition relation Æ is de ned as follows: for v 2 V; a 2  , the transition
from [v ℄ on input a is enabled i f (v; a) = 1 and in this ase Æ ([v ℄; a) = [va℄.

The fa ts that the table f is losed and onsistent guarantee that the transition relation is well de ned. In parti ular, the transition relation is independent
of whi h state v of the equivalen e lass [v ℄ we hoose; if v; v 0 are two equivalent states in V , then for all a 2  we have that [va℄ oin ides with [v 0 a℄ (by
onsisten y) and is equal to [u℄ for some u 2 V (by losure).
There are two basi steps used in the learning algorithms for extending the
table f :

add rows(v) : Add v to V . Update the table by adding a row va for ea h a 2 
(if not already present), and by setting f (va; w) for ea h w 2 W a ording
to the result of the experiment vaw.
add olumn(w) : Add w to W . Update the table f by adding the olumn w,
i.e., set f (v; w) for ea h v 2 V [ V: , a ording the the experiment vw.

The Angluin algorithm is exe uted in phases. After ea h phase, a new proposed automaton M is generated. The proposed automaton M may not agree

with the system S . We need to ompare M and S (we present later a short des ription of the VC bla k box testing algorithm for performing the omparison).
If the omparison su eeds, the learning algorithm terminates. If it does not, we
obtain a run  on whi h M and S disagree, and add all its pre xes to the set
of rows V . We then exe ute a new phase of the learning algorithm, where more
experiments due to the pre xes of  and the requirement to obtain a losed and
onsistent table are alled for.
subroutine ANGLUIN (V; W; f;  )
if f , V and W are empty then
= starting the algorithm from s rat h =
let V := f"g; W = f"g;
add rows(");
else
for ea h v 0 2 pre x ( ) that is not in V do
add rows(v0 );
while (V; W; f ) is in onsistent or not losed do
if (V; W; f ) is in onsistent then
find v1 ; v2 2 V , a 2  , w 2 W , su h that
v1  v2 mod(W ) and f (v1 a; w) =6 f (v2 a;w);
add olumn(aw);
else =  (V; W; f ) is not losed =
find v 2 V , a 2  ,
su h that va 62 [u℄ for any u 2 V ;
add rows(va);
end while
return automaton(V; W; f )
end ANGLUIN
Fig. 2.

An in remental learning step

The subroutine in Figure 2 is an in remental step of learning. Ea h all to
this subroutine starts with either an empty table f , or with a table that was
prepared in the previous step, and a sequen e  that distinguishes the behavior
of the proposed automaton (as onstru ted from the table f ) and the a tual
system. The subroutine ends when the table f is losed and onsistent, hen e a
proposed automaton an be onstru ted from it.
Let m be the size of an automaton that faithfully represents the system
S . Assume that Angluin's algorithm is exe uted in su h a way that ea h time
an automaton that does not faithfully represents the system S is proposed,
a shortest ounterexample showing the dis repan y in behavior is presented,
without a ounting for the time it takes for al ulating su h a ounterexample.
This assumption is made in order to de ouple the omplexity of omparing S
with M from the learning algorithm. Then, the time omplexity is O(m4 ).

We do not in pra ti e perform the expensive breadth- rst sear h required to
opute the shortest ounterexample, but we do apply iterative deepening to the
nested depth- rst sear h in order to avoid its preferen e for very long paths and
y les.
Spanning Trees

A spanning tree of an automaton M = hS; ; ; Æ i is a graph
generated using the following depth rst sear h algorithm.

G = hS; ; ; i

explore();
subroutine explore(s):
set old (s);
for ea h a 2  do
if 9s0 2 S su h that (s; a; s0 ) 2 Æ
and :old(s0 ) = s0 was not found yet during the sear h =
add (s; a; s0 ) to ;
explore(s0 );

A spanning tree thus is a subgraph G of M , with no y les. Let T be the
orresponding runs of G. Noti e that in Angluin's algorithm, when a proposed
automaton M is learned, the set V of a ess sequen es in ludes the runs of a
spanning tree of M .
Separating Sequen es

Let M = hS;; ; Æ i be an automaton with a set of states S . Let ds be a fun tion
ds : S ! 2 . That is, ds returns, for ea h state S , a set of words over  . We
require that if s; s0 2 S , s 6= s0 , then there are w 2 ds(s) and w0 2 ds(s0 ), su h
that some  2 pre x (w) \ pre x (w0 ) is enabled from exa tly one of s and s0 .
Thus,  separates s from s0 . We all ds the separation fun tion of M (see, [8℄).
A simple ase of a separation fun tion is a onstant fun tion, where for ea h
s; s0, ds(s) = ds(s0 ). In this ase, we have separation set. Note that the set W
generated by Angluin's algorithm is a separation set. We denote the (single) set
of separating sequen es (a separation set) for an automaton M by DS (M ).
The Hop roft algorithm [7℄ provides an eÆ ient O(n log n) for providing a
set of separating sequen es, where n is the number of states.
Bla k Box Testing

Comparing a model M with a nite state system S an be performed using
the Vasilevskii-Chow [10, 3℄ algorithm. As a preparatory step, we require the
following:
{

A spanning tree G for M , and its orresponding runs T .

{

A separation fun tion ds, su h that for ea h s 2 S , jds(s)j  n, and for ea h
 2 ds(s), jj  n.

Let  k be all the strings over  with length smaller or equal to k . Further, let
m be the number of states of the automaton M . We do the experiments with
respe t to a onje tured maximal size n of S . That is, our omparison is orre t
as long as representing S faithfully (using a nite automaton) does not need to
have more than n states. The bla k box testing algorithm pres ribes experiments
of the form Reset  , performed on S , as follows:
{
{

The sequen e  is taken from T: n m+1 .
Run  from the initial state  of M . If  is enabled from , let s be the state
of M that is rea hed after running  . Then  is taken from the set ds(s).

The omplexity of the VC algorithm is O(n2 m j jn m+1 ).

3 Adaptive Veri ation
Our adaptive model he king methodology is a variant of bla k box he king. While the latter starts the automati veri ation pro ess without having
a model, adaptive model he king assumes some initial model, whi h may be
ina urate. The observation is that the ina urate model is still useful for the
veri ation. First, it an be used for performing model he king. Caution must
be taken as any ounterexample found must still be ompared against the a tual
system; in the ase that no ounterexample is found, no on lusion about the
orre tness of the system an be made. In addition, the assumption is that the
given model shares some nontrivial ommon behavior with the a tual system.
Thus, the urrent model an be used for obtaining a better model.
The methodology onsists of the following steps.
1. Perform model he king on the given model.
2. Provided that an error tra e was found, ompare the error tra e with the
a tual system. If the tra e involves a y le, the y le must be repeated a
number of times equal to the upper bound given for the real size of the
system. If this is an a tual exe ution of the system, report it and stop.
3. Start the learning algorithm. Unlike the bla k box he king ase, we do not
begin with V = W = f"g. Instead, we initiate V and W to values obtained
from the given model M as des ribed below. We experiment with several
ways of doing so.
4. If no error tra e was found, we an either de ide to omplete the veri ation attempt (assuming that the model is a urate enough), or perform
some bla k box testing algorithm, e.g., VC, to ompare the model with the
a tual system. A manual attempt to orre t or update the model is also
possible. Noti e that bla k box testing is a rather expensive step that should
be eliminated.

In the bla k box he king algorithm, we start the learning with an empty
table f , and empty sets V and W . This immediately ause the initialization of
V = W = f"g (see Figure 2). As a result, the bla k box he king algorithm
alternates between the in remental learning algorithm and a bla k box testing
(VC algorithm) of the proposed automaton with the a tual system. Applying the
VC algorithm may be very expensive. In the adaptive model he king ase, we
try to guide the learning algorithm using the already existing (albeit ina urate)
model. We assume that the modi ed system has a nontrivial similarity with the
model. This is due to the fa t that hanges that may have been made to the
system were based on the old version of it. We an use the following:
1. A false negative ounterexample  found (i.e., a sequen e  that was onsidered to be a ounterexample, but has turned out not to be an a tual exe ution
of the system S ). We perform learning experiments with pre x ( ), i.e., the
set of all pre xes of  .
2. The runs T of a spanning tree G of the model M as the initial set of a ess
sequen es V . We pre ede the learning algorithm by performing for ea h

v2T

do add rows(v ).

3. A set of separating sequen es DS (M ) al ulated for the states of M as the
initial value of the set W . Thus, we pre ede the learning algorithm by setting
f to be empty, and W = DS (M ).
Thus, we attempt to speed up the learning, using the existing model information,
but with the learning experiments now done on the a tual urrent system S . We
experiment later with the hoi es 1 + 2 (in this ase we set W = f"g), 1 + 3 (in
this ase we set V = f"g) and 1 + 2 + 3.
In order to justify the above hoi es of the sets V and W for the adaptive
model he king ase, we will show the following: If the model M a urately
models a system S , starting with the aforementioned hoi es of V and W the
above hoi es allow Angluin's algorithm to learn M a urately, without the
assistan e of the (time expensive) bla k box testing (the VC algorithm).
Assume that a nite automaton M a urately models a system
the orresponding runs. If we start
Angluin's algorithm with V = T and W = fg, then it terminates learning
a minimized nite automaton A with L(A) = L(M ). Moreover, the learning
algorithm will not require the use of the bla k box testing.
Theorem 1.

S . Let G be a spanning tree of M , and T

By indu tion on the length of experiment that is required to
distinguish pairs of states of M . As the indu tion basis, by onsisten y, we will
separate states in V a ording to whether va an be a essed from the initial
state or not, for v 2 V , a 2  . Then, suppose that the states rea hed by va and
v0 a were
separated. The table annot be ome onsistent before we separate va
and v 0 a.
ut

Sket h of proof.

Theorem 2. Assume that a nite automaton M a urately models a system S .
Let DS (M ) be a set of separating sequen es for M . If we start Angluin's algorithm with V = f"g and W = DS (M ), then it terminates learning a minimized

nite automaton A with L(A) = L(M ). Moreover, the learning algorithm will
not require the use of the bla k box testing.

Be ause of the sele tion of the separation set, ea h time a
new state of M is a essed through an experiment with a string v 2 V , it will be
immediately distinguished from all existing a essed states. Consequently, by the
requirement that the table will be losed, the learning algorithm will generate
for it a set of immediate su essors. Thus, the table f will not be losed before
all the states of M are a essed via experiments with strings of V .
ut
The above theorems show that the given initial settings do not prevent us
from learning orre tly any orre t nite representation of S (note also that
adding arbitrary a ess and separating sequen es does not a e t the orre tness
of the learning algorithm). Of ourse, when AMC is applied, the assumption is
that the system S deviates from the model M . However, if the hanges to the
system are modest, the proposed initial onditions are designed to speed up the
adaptive learning pro ess.

Sket h of Proof.

4 An Implementation
Our implementation of AMC is des ribed in this se tion. We provide some experimental results.
Experimental Results

Our implementation prototype is written is SML (Standard ML of New Jersey)
and in ludes about 5000 lines of ode. We have performed several experiments
with our AMC prototype. We ompared adaptive learning (AMC) and bla k box
he king (BBC). In addition, we ompare the behavior of di erent initial values
with whi h we started the AMC. In parti ular, we experimented with starting
AMC with a spanning tree T of the urrent model M , a set of distinguishing
sequen es DS (M ), or with both. In ea h ase of AMC, the pre xes of the ounterexample that was found during the veri ation of the given property against
the provided, ina urate, model was also used as part of the initial set of a ess
sequen es V .
The examples used in our experimental results are taken from a CCS model
of a COMA (Ca he Only Memory Ar hite ture) a he oheren e proto ol [2℄.
We use the more re ent CCS model obtained from the site
ftp.si s.se/pub/fdt/fm/Coma
rather than that in the paper; we also modify the syntax to that of the Con urren y Workben h [5℄. We used the Con urren y workben h in order to onvert
the model into a representation that we an use for our experiment.
The model is of a system with three omponents: two lients and a single
dire tory. The system S 2 with 529 states is a set of pro esses to generate lo al

read and write requests from the lient. The system S 3 with 136 states, allows
observation only of whi h pro esses have valid opies of the data and whi h (if
any) have write a ess. (We preserved the names S 2 and S 3 from the paper [2℄).
Property '1 asserts that rst the omponent alled `dire tory ' has a valid
opy, then lients 1 and 2 alternate periodi ally without ne essarily invalidating
the data that any of the others hold. (The dire tory is the interfa e between
the two memory units in the a he proto ol. COMA models basi ally have only
a a he to handle memory.) Property '2 des ribes a similar property but the
tra es now on ern a a he having ex lusivity on an entry (a a he an have a
valid opy without ex lusivity, whi h is more involved to obtain). For AMC we
have sele ted properties that do not hold, and tampered with the veri ed model
in order to experiment with nding (false negative) ounterexamples and using
them for the adaptive learning.
The next table summarizes the experiments done on S 2. The olumns marked
BBC orrespond to the bla k box he king, i.e., learning from s rat h, while the
rightmost olumn orrespond to the three di erent ways in whi h the learning
algorithm was initialized for the adaptive learning ase. The notation '1  '2
means that the experiment in luded he king '1 rst, and then he king '2 .
In the bla k box he king this means that after a ounterexample for '1 is
found (whi h is intended to be the ase in our experiments), we ontinue the
in remental learning algorithm from the pla e it has stopped, but now with
'2 as the property. This possibly auses ontinuing the in remental learning
pro ess for the proposed model automata, and performing the VC algorithm
several times. In the adaptive ase, it means that we initialize AMC with the
information about the previously given model, a ording to the three hoi es.
The memory and time measurements for these ases are the total memory and
time needed for ompleting the overall he king of '1 and '2 .
In the tables, time is measured in se onds, and memory in megabytes. The
experiments were done on a Sun Spar Ultra Enterprise 3000 with 250Mhz proessors and 1.5 gigabytes of RAM.

Property

'1
'2

'1  '2
'2  '1

BBC
V 6= f"g W 6= f"g V; W 6= f"g
Time Mem Time Mem Time Mem Time Mem
1234 31 423 41 682 32 195 37
934 31 424 45 674 42 198 42
1263 31 454 45 860 44 227 47
1099 31 453 45 880 40 227 44

The following table in ludes the number of states learned in the various experiments, and the length of the ounterexample.

Property

'1
'2

'1  '2
'2  '1

BBC
V 6= f"g W 6= f"g V; W 6= f"g
States Len States Len States Len States Len
258 90 489 211 486 211 489 211
174 113 489 539 486 539 489 539
274 112 489 539 486 539 489 539
259 160 489 211 486 211 489 211

The next table in ludes similar time and memory measurement experiments
performed with the system S 3:
Property

'1
'2

'1  '2
'2  '1

BBC
V 6= f"g W 6= f"g V; W 6= f"g
Time Mem Time Mem Time Mem Time Mem
913 24 14 25 13 24
7
25
13917 26 14 25 14 25
7
25
1187 27 17 25 19 26 10 25
13873 27 17 26 19 25 10 25

Similarly, the following table in ludes the number of states and length of
ounterexample for the experiments with S 3.
Property

'1
'2

'1  '2
'2  '1

BBC
V 6= f"g W 6= f"g V; W 6= f"g
States Len States Len States Len States Len
79 25 134 114 135 114 134 114
108 118 134 142 135 142 134 142
81 94 134 142 135 142 134 142
114 113 134 114 135 114 134 114

In addition, we performed sanity he ks. We applied AMC with the three
di erent initializations on S 2 and S 3, and he ked that we indeed obtained
automata with 136 and 529 states, respe tively. It should be ommented that
the deliberate hange that was made to the original systems of S 2 and S 3 has
resulted in no hange in the number of states (in the minimal representation) of
these systems.
Observing the tables, we see that performing BBC, i.e., learning a model from
s rat h, was 2.2 to 100 times slower than AMC. In addition, BBC has in some
ases learned a model that is less than half of the a tual states of the minimal
automaton that faithfully represents the system (after the modi ation), while
AMC was able to generate a representation that is less than 50 states short.
It turned out that for the smaller system, S 3, BBC has done a better job in
learning a model than for S 2. This means that it got a model with number of
states loser to the a tual minimal representation of the system.
We also see that the ounterexample for BBC is shorter than that of AMC.
This is not surprising, as BBC is `zooming into' an error by onsidering in rementally growing automata for representing the system, while AMC is attempting
to obtain a lose enough representation rst.

We omment that the implementation was done using SML, whi h takes
about 20 megabytes for keeping its internal runtime stru tures. SML performs
garbage olle tion phases during the exe ution, whi h slightly a e ts the running
time and memory usage.
Improving the Prototype

Note that there is no guarantee that the adaptive model he king will zoom
into a orre t model by performing the learning algorithm. After the learning
algorithm terminates, it is still possible that dis repan ies exist, and to dete t
them we need to apply the bla k box testing part and then resume the learning.
Of ourse, it is bene ial to avoid the testing part, in parti ular for relatively
large models, as mu h as possible. For that, we may enhan e the learning part
with various heuristi s. For example, we start AMC in Se tion 3 assuming that
the a tual stru ture of S would resemble a model M immediately after resetting
S . This does not need to be the ase. Thus, we may look for behaviors that
mat h or resemble the set of runs T of a spanning tree of the model M from
other points in the exe ution of S . For example, we may augment the learning
algorithm by looking forward two or three inputs from every given state, and
try to pattern mat h that behavior with that of set of runs T .
The Vasilevskii-Chow algorithm, used to ompare the system with a model, is
a bottlene k in our approa h. In the limit, when there is no error, the algorithm
is exponential in the di eren e between the onje tured size of the system and
its a tual size.
We apply the following heuristi improvement. The most wasteful part of
the algorithm is manifested when arbitrary sequen es of inputs over the input
alphabet  (of length n m + 1) are required by the algorithm. We generate
a smaller set of sequen es as follows. Given some information about the inputs,
we al ulate a partial state and arry the updating of the urrent state with the
generation of the sequen e. For example, if we know that some of the inputs
orrespond to message passing, we may in lude with ea h partial state a ounter
for ea h message queue. Su h a ounter will be set to zero in the initial state
and will in rement or de rement a ording to the orresponding send and re eive
events, respe tively. Thus, from a urrent state where a ounter that orresponds
to some queue is zero, we do not allow an input that orresponds to a re eive
event.

5 Dis ussion
Our adaptive model he king approa h is appli able for models that are ina urate (but not ompletely irrelevant). When a prin iple hange is made, the
approa h will still work, but the time to update the model may be substantial.
In some pathologi al ases, simple hanges an also lead to a substantial update
e ort. In parti ular, the following hange to a system provides a `worst ase'

example: The system fun tionality is not being hanged, ex ept for adding some
se urity ode that needs to be input before operating it.
The main problem we have dealt with is the ability to update the model
a ording to the a tual system, while performing full LTL model he king. While
the hanges learned may not fully re e t orresponding hanges in the a tual
system S , the obtained model may still be useful for veri ation.
We have ompared two approa hes: one of abandoning the existing model in
favor of learning a nite state representation of the system S from s rat h (BBC).
The other one is using the urrent model to guide the learning of the potentially
modi ed system (AMC). We argue that there are merits to both approa hes.
The BBC approa h an be useful when there is a short error tra e that identi es
why the he ked property does not work. In this ase, it is possible that the BBC
approa h will dis over the error after learning only a short proposed model. The
AMC approa h is useful when the modi ation of the system is simple or when
it may have a very limited a e t on the orre tness of the property he ked.
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